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Power& Free?
Ideal for handling capacities from 25 lb (11kg) up to 3,000 lb (1361 kg) using a four trolley 
load bar configuration.  

Power & free conveyors provide direct, positive control of each load in the system making 
them ideally suited to industrial applications that demand maximum versatility, productivity, 
and efficiency.

This high level of control is due to the dual track configuration of power & free systems.  
The main (or “power”) track is a chain-driven conveyor that moves carriers through the 
system.  The second (or “free”) track allows individual carriers to be disengaged from the 
main track and rerouted onto an adjacent spur line.  

On-line accumulation allows both 
main and spur lines to be used for 
in-process (live) storage.  This is 
particularly important in applications 
where the rate of production varies 
between workstations.  Accumulated 
carriers can be returned to the pro-
duction line for completion.  
The accumulation process consists 
of three basic steps:

1. Stop blade moves into position 
between carriers (1) and (2).  Pusher 
dog moving carrier (2) encounters 
stop blade and pivots up, releasing 
carrier from power chain.  

2. Pusher dog moving carrier (3) 
encounters rear trolley of carrier (2), 
releasing carrier from power chain.

3. The sequence is repeated for all 
trailing carriers (4, 5, etc.) until the 
stop is released, allowing the front 
trolley of the lead carrier to be picked 
up by a pusher dog and moved along 
the free track.

On-Line Accumulation

The Power & Free design permits an 
extensive range of operations, including...
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Take-ups are available in several 
styles, however, spring, counter-
weight, and air are most common.

Take-ups maintain proper chain tension by applying 
a constant force upon the chain as it leaves the 
drive.  This helps ensure smooth conveyor operation, 
reducing the potential for chain jams and extending 
component life.

Take-ups are available with pneumatic, counter-
weight, and spring operated tension adjustment 
method, meeting the needs of a wide variety of ap-
plications.

Unibilt also offers a full range of specialized take-up 
assemblies, including: extended travel, large spread, 
and radius models.  

Chain Take-Ups
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Spring Take-up Assembly
8" Travel

Air Take-up Assembly
8" Travel

Air Take-up Assembly
24" Travel

48"

48"

61 1/2"

61 1/2"

94"

48"
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In addition to the standard “all-steel” parts, special noise 
reduction components are also available in non-metallic 
material that significantly reduce operating noise. These 
products, including trolley wheels, chain wheels, pusher 
dogs, and anti-backups - reinforce the system’s already 
clean, quiet performance by incorporating non-metallic 
parts at key points of contact (i.e., wheels, pusher dogs, 
anti-backup blades, etc.).

Variable Chain Speed
The wide variety of power & free operations  
(i.e., assembly, finishing, transportation from stor-
age) requires different rates of travel to ensure safe 
and efficient handling.  For example, carriers that 
move parts from storage to the assembly line can be 
transported at a greater speed than those involved 
in the finishing process.  Variations in speed are ac-
complished by using separate drive units to power 
specific sections of the system.  
An added benefit of this approach is that limited 
amounts of chain are exposed to heat, chemicals, 
and other contaminants.

Unibilt switches allow the smooth transfer of  
carriers between the main line and various spur lines 
(i.e., finishing/drying lines, workstations, storage loops, 
or adjacent conveyor lines).

Close tolerance forgings increase component 
life span, providing extended performance.

Unibilt’s modular designs enhance flexibility 
even further. The easily installed components let 
your system grow along with your needs – allow-
ing convenient, controlled expansion while opti-
mizing your initial investment.  And with virtually 
unlimited possibilities for system configuration, you 
get the best possible use of available floor space.

Changes in elevation are accomplished 
smoothly and efficiently.  Standardized inclines 
and declines help keep aisles clear; allow floor-
to-floor transfer; improve utilization of overhead 
space; and enable the ergonomic design of work- 
stations. 

Unibilt power & free conveyors are available in 
both overhead and inverted configurations which 
can be used individually or combined to meet your 
specific requirements.

Additional Benefits...

Webb’s computerized controls increase efficiency 
and productivity even further by integrating diverse 
operations into a single, unified system.

Among the many features available are a full 
range of optional carrier identification systems that 
utilize coded carriers to allow precise tracking and 
management of individual loads.

Computer Interfacing

Diagonal Banking
This feature provides the benefits of live storage in a 
space-saving format.  Diagonal banking uses two or 
more parallel lines — one, the complete set of power 
and free tracks; the others, the free track only.  A 
mechanically actuated switch alternately opens and 
closes, directing the lead trolley onto the power line 
and the rear trolley onto the free lines.  Banked car-
riers are positioned on an angle, providing additional 
storage capabilities in less space.  This allows ovens, 
cooling lines, and staging areas to be compressed into 
compact areas, significantly reducing the total amount 
of floor space required for overall system operations.

Noise Reduction Components

Switching
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Caterpillar Drive Units
Caterpillar Drive Unit 
750# Chain Pull Capacity

• The drive has a 750 lb chain pull.

• Constant speed or variable speed available.
 Right handed drives are standard.

• Inverter options for acheiving intermediate speeds 
mounts to motor terminal as an option.

• Standard speeds are 5 FPM, 17 FPM, and 60 FPM.

• Guard on drive units comply with applicable OSHA 
and ANSI B20.1 standards.

• The drive has an electrical automatic overload cut-off 
device, which is factory adjusted at 1100 lb to stop 
the motor automatically when an overload or jam 
condition occurs.

• Multiple drives are required when chain pulls exceed 
750 lb. Consult your Webb Regional Manager for 
multiple drive situations.

• Solid fixed heat-treated steel caterpillar driving dogs 
eliminate the need for special cams or springs to 
engage the conveyor chain.

The Unibilt caterpillar drive unit is designed to provide maximum flexibility for all enclosed track power require-
ments in a single compact package. Inverted drives are available upon request.

Many outstanding features make this drive unique in its class.

Weight: 375 lb.

5’ 2”

1’ 11-1/4”

2’ 4-1/16” min.
2’ 9” max.

Chain Travel

1’ 2-9/16”

• Fewer parts - direct drive technology eliminates belts 
and sheaves from the drive, reducing maintenance 
requirements.

• High-efficiency gear motor with helical 
 bevel gears.

• 1800 RPM, 230/460 volt, 3 phase, 60 hertz, TEFC 
inverter-duty motors (5:1ratio) are supplied unless 
otherwise specified.

• Motor controls (push buttons, starters, thermal over-
loads, etc.) are not included with drives, but can be 
supplied to your specifications.

• Universal end yokes are provided for convenient 
hanging. Drive units should be braced adequately to 
eliminate vibration. Refer to installation methods for 
hanging and bracing technique.

• Unibilt caterpillar drives permit positioning the drive 
at the most advantageous location on the system, 
rather than confining drive location to a horizontal 
turn, as necessary when driving with a sprocket 
drive.

• Drive frame and track are painted Unibilt Blue.



 Overhead Power & Free 
Overhead power & free configurations are the right choice for use in both simple 
and complex production, assembly, and finishing operations that demand a con-
tinuous supply of materials at each workstation.

Our unique, enclosed track design helps keep dirt and grease off of the product.  
High chain speeds provide continuous, rapid movement of materials between 
operations.  The resulting increase in work flow heightens the efficiency and cost-
effectiveness of the system. 

Because the conveyor system design is flexible, it can negotiate inclines, declines, 
turns, and interface with virtually any type of automation or process equipment. 
And, since product movement takes place overhead, floor space can be used to its 
best possible advantage.
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All Unibilt switches, stops, and anti-backups are available in both left and 
right-hand assemblies to meet the specific needs of your application.

Standard 
overhead style 
steel blade 
anti-backup

Optional nylon 
blade anti-backup

An anti-backup is a safety device that automatically prevents the 
reversal of the free trolley.

The unit, which mounts securely on the free track, features 
a specially designed blade with a beveled front and flat back.  
In its “closed” position, this blade hangs slightly beneath the 
track into the conveyor path.  When a moving trolley assembly 
makes contact with the beveled front surface, the anti-backup 
blade pivots up and out, allowing continued travel.  Once the 
trolley assembly passes, however, the blade pivots back into 
its closed position - preventing trolley reversal during accumula-
tion or other on-line operations.

Unibilt’s standard steel anti-backups can also be fitted with 
noise reducing nylon blades.

Anti-Backup Devices
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Momentary 
“Pork Chop” 
design limit 
switch activator

Limit Switch Actuators
A limit switch actuator is a control device that helps maintain 
the smooth flow of production by signaling on-line activity to 
the main system controls.

Unibilt actuators are constructed of lightweight, durable nylon 
for easy attachment and repositioning. For high heat appli-
cations, steel actuators are available upon request.  Like 
anti-backups, these devices hang slightly below the free track to 
allow contact with passing trolley assemblies.  Two basic types 
of actuator are available:

 
Maintained 
“Ski Bar” limit 
switch activator

Momentary Limit Switch Actuators (also called “pork 
chops”) are designed to be quickly tripped and released 
by each trolley assembly.  This provides the controls 
with a reliable signal from a carrier, an invaluable tool in 
maintaining “real-time” system management.

Maintained Limit Switch Actuators (or “ski bars”) fea-
ture an extended contact surface that offers sustained 
contact with the trolley assembly.  They are frequently 
used to indicate that an on-line accumulation area 
has become full.  The actuator signal is electronically 
relayed to the control panel, causing trailing loads to be 
stopped or rerouted until the ski bar is released.



Unibilt provides solutions 
in a variety of material 
handling applications.
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Above left, stripped airline carts travel through a sanitiz-
ing washer before routing to the repacking area.

Above right,  electronic component manufacturer  uses 
Unibilt power & free to transport parts to assembly sta-
tions.

Left, door assemblies in a banking mode waiting for fur-
ther instructions in an automotive manufacturing facility.

Switches
Unibilt systems incorporate two basic types of switches:

•  Unload switches route trolley/carrier assemblies off of the 
  main  power & free line to a spur line, workstation, lift station, or 

storage loop.

•  Load switches are used to return assemblies to the main line  
 as needed.

Switches are available in both manual (pull cord) and power mod-
els.  Among the many options included are air cylinder and spring 
actuated designs that can be triggered automatically by specially 
coded carriers.

Stop Assemblies
A stop is a device used to disengage the pusher dog from the 
trolley assembly, halting forward movement of the carrier to allow 
performance of an on-line operation or to accumulate carriers.  
Once the operation is completed, the stop is released, enabling 
a trailing pusher dog to engage the trolley assembly for contin-
ued movement.

Unibilt power & free stop assemblies consist primarily of a mount-
ing frame, a retractable stop blade, and an operating mechanism 
(manually, electrically, or pneumatically powered) that inserts and 
retracts the stop blade from the path of the pusher dog.  Stan-
dard components are manufactured from high-carbon steel and 
stop blades are hardened for added durability.

RH Unload Switch

RH Load Switch
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LH Load Switch

LH Unload Switch

UNI/3" Overhead Con-
veyor standard
stop assembly

18"RX45°

18"RX45°

18"RX45°

18"RX45°

Uni/Uni Overhead Con-
veyor standard
stop assembly 



Inverted Power & Free 
Unibilt’s inverted power & free configurations provide tremendous versatility, 
incorporating the benefits of both power & free and standard floor convey-
ors.  In fact, our standardized components are specifically designed to meet 
the requirements of above floor, in-floor, and elevated (overhead inverted) 
systems.

The inverted approach greatly enhances the already clean operation of our 
enclosed track design, virtually eliminating contamination by falling debris.  
Plus, by locating all support and conveyance hardware beneath the product, 
inverted systems offer virtually 360° product accessibility, providing the op-
portunity for a multitude of in-process operations to be performed.

An additional benefit is the savings generated by the elimination of expensive 
transfer equipment used with standard floor conveyors.
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Pusher Dog 
Assemblies
Our exclusive pusher dog assembly 
offers several advantages over con-
ventional “dogs” – including high-
quality steel construction, hardened 
for added durability.

In addition, specially designed 
mounting pins eliminate the need 
for welded connections between the 
dog and wheel assembly.  This mini-
mizes maintenance time by allowing 
quick, easy replacement of the dog 
without breaking down the chain 
and removing the entire assembly.

And, like our chain and trolleys, 
Unibilt pusher dog assemblies are 
available with standard steel or 
optional non-metallic material - de-
signed specifically for applications 
that demand reduced noise levels.  
All Unibilt pusher dogs feature a 
full complement of ball bearings 
and hardened races for extended 
service life.
 

Standard steel Pusher Dog
with steel wheels 

Non-metallic Pusher Dog
with nylon wheels



Unibilt provides a variety of 
inverted system solutions.
Top right, caskets advance through the wash process prior to 
painting.

Bottom right, an inverted power & free conveyor accumulates range 
tops at a manual workstation.

Top left, motorcycle fenders move to storage after inspection.

Bottom left, automotive part manufacturer uses an inverted power 
and free conveyor to carry facia panels through finishing operations.
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Unibilt chain employs alternating vertical (load carrying) and horizontal (lateral guide) 
wheels with a symmetrical pin located at each pitch.  This provides maximum flexibility in 
all directions, helping to reduce friction and promote long life.  The use of true “U-joints” 
also allows easy chain assembly/disassembly.

Heat-treated, high carbon steel components including stamped side links, drop-forged 
symmetrical chain pins, and machined wheels enable our standard chain to excel in such 
harsh environments as bake ovens and spray booths.  And, for applications that demand 
optimal performance with minimal operating noise, nylon wheel chain is also available.  
Plus, all load and guide wheels feature a full complement of ball bearings manufactured 
from alloy steels, including high-carbon 52100 alloy steel and hardened races for years 
of dependable service.

Universal Link Chain

Universal Heavy-duty Chain with symmetrical chain pin is designed to provide 
maximum flexibility in all directions with a true universal joint at every pitch.

8" Nominal Load Centers

4-1/16" pitch length 
with a four-way universal 
joint at each pitch

➤

➤

➤

➤

Nylon Wheel Chain

Standard Steel 
Wheel Chain

Cut-away showing 
symmetrical chain pin

➤




